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AMSTERDAM
DATA CENTRE CAMPUS
Connect, transact and grow

CONNECTIVITY IN AMSTERDAM

With points of presence from
three Internet exchanges, including
AMS-IX (one of the world’s largest
IXPs), customers come to our
Amsterdam campus for its
unparalleled connectivity. Transport
infrastructure includes the busy
Schiphol International Airport as
well as excellent highway and rail
connections to all parts of Europe.
With the nearby port of Rotterdam,
the largest port in Europe,
Amsterdam is one of the best
connected cities worldwide;
digitally and physically.

WELCOME TO AMSTERDAM

The Netherlands is an ideal location for pan-European
operations, ranking among the top five nations globally for
international bandwidth, with Amsterdam representing one
of the best connected cities worldwide. The country’s location
at the heart of Europe, its pro-business government and tax
laws, and highly skilled workforce add up to an ideal location
to launch or expand operations in Europe.
Just outside Amsterdam city centre, you’ll find Interxion’s carrier and cloud-neutral data
centre campus, which provides you with the best connectivity for your needs and the
fastest performance for your hosted systems. Designed with room to grow, you can
be assured that there’s always space on the campus when you need it.
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DESIGNED
FOR BUSINESS
CONNECTIVITY

• Direct access to 3 IXPs
• AMS-IX certified
• More than 45 fixed and mobile
carriers, ISPs and CDNs
COMMUNITY

• Community of cloud platforms,
hosting providers and system
integrators
• Diverse enterprise community
ranging from small national
companies to large
multinationals
LOCATION

• 10 minutes from Amsterdam
airport
• Convenient transport links
across Europe

DESIGNED FOR
MISSION-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
CLOUD AND CARRIER NEUTRALITY

THE PEACE OF MIND YOU NEED

With seven data centres in the campus, Interxion Amsterdam houses a mature
community of public and private cloud service providers and offers direct access
to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure cloud platforms. If your
business builds or operates public or private cloud platforms, develops or delivers
cloud applications and services, or provides or needs connectivity to cloud
services, this is where you should be.

When you colocate at Interxion, you can be confident about the physical security
of your systems, the performance of your infrastructure and its availability – assured
with a 99.999% availability SLA. You never have to worry about running out of
space or power. And if sustainability is high on your agenda, that’s covered too.

Our cloud community thrives because we offer the quality, flexibility, connectivity and
reach required for successful high-density cloud-based services. The campus is home
to three Internet exchanges – AMS-IX, NL-ix and NDIX – as well as more than 45
leading national and international carriers, internet service providers (ISPs) and content
distribution networks (CDNs). With carrier and cloud points of presence (PoPs) already
installed in the data centre and rapidly implemented cross connects, it’s quick and
easy to connect to the partners and providers of your choice.

SECURITY. The data centre is monitored 24x7 by CCTV and trained security staff.
There are multiple access barriers, including mantraps, contactless key cards and
biometric readers. You can also add your own security systems to a suite or private
room.

FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE. Amsterdam has ISO 27001 and ISO 22301
certification. We combine state-of-the-art systems and processes to monitor and
manage operations 24x7, combining on-the-ground local teams with centralised
oversight by our 24-hour multi-lingual European Customer Service Centre (ECSC).

Interxion pioneered modular data centre design and we’ve been refining it for more
than 10 years to enable rapid and efficient expansion. However small or large your
business, our Amsterdam campus offer significant flexibility with regards to what you
do with your space and how you extend your footprint.

RESILIENCE AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY. From 24x7 monitoring and alarms for
every critical system to incident and business continuity management, we follow best
practice and operate in accordance with the ITILv3 framework. High levels of
redundancy and service assurance are built into our data centres:

The key services available are:

• Connectivity: dual-entry fibre from two separate carrier main routes and rapidly
installed SLA-based cross connects.

• Colocation in cabinets, cages or private rooms

• Power: secured supply; two separate power feeds for all equipment, each
independently equipped with UPS and generator backup with full load capacity
for indefinite running.

• Rapidly installed cross connects
“With over 40 network providers
under one roof, as well as the
AMS-IX and NL-ix internet
exchanges, interxion offered
an exceptional range of
connectivity options.”

For more than 10 years we’ve been setting industry standards in data centre design,
build, operation and management to deliver continually improving reliability, security,
resilience, efficiency and performance.

• 24x7 Hands and Eyes technical support service
• Meeting rooms and office space

• Environment: SLAs on temperature and humidity in line with ASHRAE
recommendations; minimum N+1 cooling per room; sophisticated water cooling
and very early smoke detection systems; fire-retardant walls, direct lines to fire
stations and automatic gas-based fire suppression systems.
SUSTAINABILITY. We use 100% certified renewable energy and employ a phased
modular architecture to optimise power usage effectiveness (PUE). We’re committed
to the use of free cooling and ground water cooling, but never at the expense of
reliability and availability.

Mindark

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

• SLAs with 99.999% power
availability
• 2N and N+1 configurations for
all critical systems
• 24x7 operation and monitoring
SUSTAINABILITY

• 100% certified renewable energy
• Highest energy efficiency
standards

“Many hosters know that setting
up a dynamic data centre can
pay off enormously by giving
their customers the opportunity
to fully benefit from the promise
of the Cloud.” “Time is on the
other hand scarce in the
compelling business of hosting
providers. With Cloud Test Lab
we deliver an easy way to
test the Microsoft Dynamic
data centre framework which
is ready to be used for their
business. This way we are
saving the hosters valuable time
in setting up a test environment.
More importantly it accelerates
the time to market of their
cloud services.”
Microsoft / Cloud Test Lab

THE POWER
OF PROXIMITY
Data centres
at the heart of the
financial markets
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
EXCELLENCE
LOCAL AND CENTRAL TEAMS AT YOUR SERVICE
ABOUT INTERXION

Interxion (NYSE: INXN) is a leading
provider of carrier and cloudneutral colocation data centre
services in Europe, serving a wide
range of customers through over
35 data centres in 11 European
countries. Interxion’s uniformly
designed, energy efficient data
centres offer customers extensive
security and uptime for their
mission-critical applications. With
over 500 connectivity providers,
20 European Internet exchanges,
and most leading cloud and digital
media platforms across its
footprint, Interxion has created
connectivity, cloud, content and
finance hubs that foster growing
customer communities of interest.
For more information, please
visit www.interxion.nl

Customers value the quality of our operations and customer service. We centralise
functions where possible, and have strong local management, operational, service
delivery and assurance teams, enabling us to deliver a more efficient, consistent,
responsive and personal service to you.
CENTRALISED COORDINATION. Our centralised ECSC team is fluent in Dutch,
English, French, German and Spanish. They give you a single point of contact,
available 24x7, for all enquiries and keep you informed of anything that has the
slightest chance of affecting your systems. Our customers tell us that they really
appreciate the level of engagement they get from us and the control it gives them
over the mission-critical systems they host with us.
THE LOCAL TEAM. Established in the Netherlands since 1998, our multilingual
Amsterdam team not only runs the data centre day-to-day but can provide you with
knowledge of local markets and regulatory environments as needed. They’re on hand
if you want advice or help in using your space effectively, from design and connectivity
to installation and management. In particular, they can advise on best practices for
cabling, cooling, and power delivery and management, and help you make the best
choices on leased lines, IP transit, peering arrangements and physical cabling.

COVERAGE
WHERE YOU
NEED IT

Michael van den Assem
Managing Director, Interxion Netherlands

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
Cofounder: Uptime Institute
EMEA chapter
Founding member: European
Data Centre Association
Patron: European Internet
Exchange Association
Member: EuroCloud

ACCREDITATIONS
Member: The Green Grid,
with role on Advisory Council
and Technical Committee

ISO 22301 Business
Continuity Management

30 carrier-neutral data
ITILv3-certified
across
Europe Service Centre

ISO/IEC 27001 Information centres
Security Management

Contributor: EC Joint Research
Centre on Sustainability

Members and Facilities Managers
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Member: Nederland ICT
Member: MJA

www.interxion.nl
INTERXION NETHERLANDS
Main:
+31 208 807 700
Fax:
+31 208 807 729
Email:
nl.info@interxion.com

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
Main:
+ 44 207 375 7070
Fax:
+ 44 207 375 7059
E-mail: hq.info@interxion.com

Interxion is compliant with the internationally recognised ISO/IEC 27001 certification for Information Security Management
and ISO 22301 for Business Continuity Management across all our European operations. © Copyright 2015 Interxion.

EUROPEAN CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTRE (ECSC)
Toll free from Europe: + 800 00 999 222
Toll free from the US:
185 55 999 222
E-mail:
customer.services@interxion.com
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